Addendum No.3

Date Issued: February 21, 2019

RFP Name: Repainting of Gym for James Bridger Middle School

RFP# 2019-PUR-004

Question and Answer (in blue below):

1. I’m a muralist based in Kansas City and have been asked by a few companies to bid on the gym painting job at Bridger Middle School. I’d like to bid on this job directly, but I’d like to know: Can this job be separated where I can bid on JUST the mural painting (Attachment A item #4/Attachment B, on the RFP) and not the rail painting. **We are not separating out the job, but what you can do is serve as a sub to the companies asking you to bid on the work. The company can then factor in your costs along with their work and they will self-perform.**

2. I have seen no other reference or paint system spelled out for the exposed gym ceiling. Do you expect to have the exposed gym ceiling painted under this contract? If so, what is the new specified paint system? **We are not painting the ceiling.**

3. Can the deadline for inspection of property be re-opened and extended until 02/25/2019? **No, we developed this RFP timeline to allow the district time to vet bids and meet board book recommendation timeline.**

4. Can the deadline for submitting proposals be extended to 03/05/2019 to allow for complete thorough evaluation, solicitation of graphic sub-contractors, evaluate questions and answers and provide good solid competitive pricing? **No, we developed this RFP timeline to allow the district time to vet bids and meet board book recommendation timeline.**

5. Can the graphics be painted in a system other than the specified epoxy?
Not sure what you are asking. Are you asking if we can, substitute manufacturer? Who does not carry the specified spec?